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Individuals lack knowledge and
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Deviations from rationality and selfinterest come from memories, biases,
context, heuristics and emotions
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Example: exposure to payments in cash
results in greater brain activation than
payments in card or smartphone, that is,
cash strengthens “the salience of parting
with money” (Ceravolo et al, 2009)
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What can be done to enhance
individual contexts of choice?
•

Conduct regulators and supervisors
can use behavioural insights to:
- work together with firms to foster an
ethical culture of compliance
- simplify individuals’ choice
environments
- improve competition

•

Policies that impose unbiased advice
or financial literacy campaigns bring
aggregate welfare gains (benefit the
naïve, but hurt sophisticated
borrowers)
Banning advice is welfare reducing

•
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Two possible solutions to cognitive
biases:
- limit the bounds of individual
rationality (e.g. financial education)
- design suitable contexts of choice
Example: improve “neuroergonomics” of
financial documents
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